Perpetual City - Core
The City. It has no name, not any more. Perhaps once it did, when there were other cities
and a need to tell one from the other. But not any more. Now there is just the City, spreading from the black rocks of the coast to the blackened girdle of the Cage.
The Cage - the great stone wall, eighty feet high and half as thick, that wraps around the
city like a smothering blanket. It even stretches out into the bay, great bold arches, portcullis and nets that long ago broke the fury of the sea.
Nothing gets in. Nothing gets out.
There is no gate in the Cage - not on the landward side, at least. No reason for it. Beyond the walls, past the flame-swept pitch of no-mans-land, is the enemy. The Great Forest, realm of the Woodsmen and Bark Spirits. The Great Betrayers, who stole our peoples
wealth and livelihoods and children. There is no reason to leave the City, to pass beyond
the safety of the Cage, for outside is only death and misery.
Within the city death and misery are in abundance, too, but at least it’s the kind a man
can deal with himself, with his own two hands and wits and gun. Life is tough within the
Cage, but not impossible. The people of the City have lived and thrived for generations uncounted, relying on their ingenuity, generosity and ruthlessness to stake out an existance.
The question every citizen has to ask, then, is what are they willing to do for their own slice
of happiness?
Perpetual City is a fantasypunk game of urban adventure. It is a fantasy roleplaying game of action, violence, conspiracy, attitude and adventure. It is a game of little people in a big city, doing what they can to
survive in a world where a lot more is going on than they are ever likely to know or understand.
This is a fantasypunk game. A fusion of elements from two often disparate genres of fiction - fantasy and
cyberpunk. Fantasy is about magic, wonder, heroes, confrontation with age old enemies and the saving of
a person, place or world. Cyberpunk is about high-tech gritty futures, moral ambiguity, confrontation with
the new, anti-heroes, style over substance and looking out for yourself. Fantasy is often epic in scale, while
cyberpunk is urban. In fantasy literature Good vanquishes Evil; in cyberpunk stories you can’t tell the
good guys from the bad guys.
Stories in Perpetual City take place in the sprawling, unnamed City, a place of corruption, need, secrets
and misery. Enemies are everywhere - stalking the breezeways of the Iron Lords, lurking in the shadows of
the labyrinthine streets and beating at the walls of the Cage.
Players take the roles of men and women who live life on the edge, in a city on the very edge. They do
things and go places that most others wouldn’t, all in the hope of earning some tin, respect, or redemption.
They track down missing heiresses, destroy infestations of vermin, track
down sorcerers, suppress provocateurs and steal noblemen’s secrets to sell
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What is this?
This is the mechanical core of Perpetual City, a game of fantasypunk adventure in a city on the edge. This
is the beating heart of the system, built upon the foundations of FU, the freeform / universal roleplaying game,
and the substantial work of members of the FU Yahoo group. While it is based upon and compatible with the
core FU rules, it represents a significant departure from my previous hacks, providing a much “crunchier”
system, particularly for combat and injuries. This, as the name suggests, is just the core of the rules - enough to
give you a taste of the Perpetual City. The full game is still in development and will be available soon.

Creating Characters

All the normal character creation rules apply, with
the following exceptions.

Descriptors

Characters begin with five descriptors - Concept,
Race, Caste and two Edges.

Concept
Concept is a broad description of the character’s
role, occupation or past. Some common concepts include:
Agent Provocateur. Cunning, persuasive and
secretive, provocateurs are political activists, saboteurs
and rabble rousers inspired by the Glom Revolution
and working to undermine the power of the Towermen and Iron Lords.
Arcanist. Wise in the manipulation of the vital
clysm, the arcanist weaves magic from the essence of
the spirit world and bends it to their will. They use the
trappings of science to bring miracles to the street and
making a tidy profit selling their talismans.
Beat Walker. Lawmen, sheriffs and lone gunmen, Beat Walkers have the unenviable role of upholding the Towermen’s law amongst the street chattel and
gutters of the City. Respected or reviled depending
upon where they go and how they treat their jurisdiction, the beat walker travels a thin line between policeman and hired thug.
Breezer. Bureaucrats, skilled diplomats, go-to
men and fixers, breezers work in the towers to broker
deals, hire retainers and hide paperwork. They are always in the background manipulating events and taking a cut of the action.
Creep. Secrets are everywhere, and worth a fortune to the right person. Expert second-story men,
burglars and spies, creeps are experts at getting information that others cannot, and finding things others
don’t want found.

Duster. Bodyguard, strong-arm, brawler, prize
fighter and hardman, the duster’s body maps their life
in scars. Some choose the life of a duster, most just fall
into it.
Fireman. Guardian, knight and enforcer it is the
fireman’s sacred duty to defend the towers and protect
the populace from the menace of the Great Betrayer.
Noble and brave, respected and honoured, they purge
the streets with purifying flame.
Gladiator. Warrior, hero, showman – he gladiators are the idols of the City. Arena combat is the entertainment of the savage masses, and the gladiators
are the stars.
Inquisitor. Investigator, hunter, witch finder and
executioner, the Inquisition is tasked with seeking out
the Great Betrayer in all its forms and destroying it. Inquisitors are feared wherever they go, from the filthiest
streets to the brightest rooms of the Iron Lords.
Medium. Sensitive to the rhythms and pulse of the
spirit world, mediums can have a preternatural “sixth
sense”. Mediums are adept at “reading” objects, tracking the lost and making connections amongst seemingly unrelated things.
Seed Eater. Secretive cultists that seek to harness
the power of the spirit world by literally eating the forbidden fruits that blow over the Cage. Seed eaters are
reviled, hated and vigorously hunted by the Firemen
and Inquisition.
Summoner. Able to truck with the spirits of the
departed and bind them to their will, summoners must
be careful not to draw the attention of the Firemen or
the wrath of the Inquisition. Strong willed summoners can wield considerable power with the might of the
spirit world in their hands.
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Race
Race identifies the character’s racial heritage and a
single key feature of that background. The five races
are Gillymen, Glom, Human, Ragdoll, Thornborn and
Troll. More detail on each of the races will be found
in the final game. Race descriptors should identify a
single significant personality or physical feature of the
character. Reckless human, distracted ragdoll, huge
troll and secretive thornborn are examples of racial
descriptors.
Gillyman. The fish-headed islanders stand between four and five feet tall, and dress in garments
made from the bounty of the sea and adorned with
polished shells and beads. They are hard-working and
honest to a fault, having no need for lies or deception.
Glom. The diminutive, leather-skinned glom can
be found in every industry, in almost every work of
life. Hardworking, industrious and cunning they have
recently won their freedom and right to Employment,
and many glom are active in the politics of their neighbourhoods.
Human. The vast majority of the population are
descended from human stock. History tells of many
human cultures and legend hints at ancient cities, and
this heritage is evident from the variety of human appearance. The Iron Lords are exclusively human.
Ragdoll. The unliving servants and reborn loved
ones of the rich and powerful, the ragdolls are a ubiq-

uitous sight in the halls of towermen. Mostly they are
kept as servants or hired muscle, though a few have
made a life for themselves on the streets.
Thornborn. Reviled by most, thornborn are the
last descendants of the woodsmen – the servants of the
Great Betrayer who once lived in the endless woods
that surround the City. Their tinted skin and unusual
features make them oddities in even the great metropolis.
Trollkin. Huge, hairy and ancient, the trolls are
a dying people. Their mournful songs tell of a different world, where walls were unknown and they could
graze free. Now they work the streets as labourers and
wait for the dark city to finally claim them.
Caste
Caste descriptors describe the social position of the
character. The five castes, from lowest social rank to
highest, are Gutter Born, Street Chattel, Censuchan,
Towerman and Iron Lord. In very broad terms, the
higher up the social ladder you go the more you can
expect to demand from others, and the less others will
like or trust you. Simply write one of the castes as your
caste descriptor.
Edges
Edges are advantages, skills and talents that a character has. Sure footed, handsome and well educated
are all examples of edges. Write down two edges.
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Focus Pools

In Perpetual City a character’s experience, interests
and general aptitudes are represented by focus pools.
Focus pools replace FU points. When a character takes
action they might draw on one of these pools to improve their chance of success. A focus pool does not
represent a specific level of expertise, but how much
effort, energy, concentration or resources the character
can apply to the task. You might spend all the points in
a pool on a single important task, or just one or two at
a time over the course of an adventure.
There are four focus pools – Fitness, Reason, Influence and Animus. When you make a roll you can
spend points from a relevant focus pool to add dice to
the roll. As points are spent the focus pool decreases
until it is completely exhausted. At this point you cannot draw on the pool until it is refreshed.
Refreshing focus pools. A reduced focus pool
can be refreshed by roleplaying a refresh scene. This is
a scene where the character engages in some activity
related to the pool. The scene might involve interaction with other characters, or be more a vignette or
montage. A refresh scene is always a purely roleplaying
scene – dice are not rolled and it is resolved in whatever manner seems most logical to the GM and players. Furthermore, the goal of the refresh scene is not to
advance the plot or get closer to the goal of an adventure or mission – it is instead an opportunity to learn
more about the character, their relationships and personality. If the scene is resolved without any incident
or problem the pool refreshes to half its starting value
(rounding down). If the scene is resolved and the character’s situation is made more difficult, challenging or
interesting, the pool is refreshed completely. A scene
that ends in the character suffering a consequence always completely refreshes the nominated pool.
Fitness pool. The Fitness pool governs all physical activity, whether it involves raw power, grace,
endurance or finesse. You can add points from your
Fitness pool to rolls made to run, jump, climb, fight,
tumble, pick pockets or any other physical activity. A
Fitness pool is refreshed by roleplaying scenes of action, endurance, hardship or relaxation – a training
montage, a fight, a hard night of drinking, relaxing
massage or workout.
Reason pool. The Reason pool is the domain of
knowledge, wisdom, observation and cunning. You
can add points from your Reason pool to rolls made to

notice things, make a plan, repair an engine, investigate a crime scene or any other primarily mind-based
activity. A Reason pool is refreshed by roleplaying a
scene of contemplation, study, research, or debate.
An argument with a friend, research in a scriptorium,
time copying an aging manuscript, or meditation are
examples of Reason refresh scenes.
Influence pool. The Influence pool represents a
character’s ability to get others to do what they want.
It might represent charm, social status, wealth, good
looks or a combination of all of these things. It is used
to bribe, gather information, seduce and any other social activity. An Influence pool is refreshed by engaging in social activity, whether it is carousing, haggling,
seducing or intimidating. A character might barter in
the market, taunt a guard, perform for a crowd, or attend a prestigious social function.
Animus pool. The Animus pool reflects a character’s connection to and knowledge of the worlds beyond the physical – their ability to understand, sense,
see and interact with the Shadow world and the Wyld.
It is used when drawing on or resisting mystic power,
summoning spirits and other supernatural activities.
A character must spend Animus points when they use
supernatural powers. An Animus refresh scene must
involve interaction with or study of the supernatural.
Cultivating illicit seeds, summoning the dead, ghost
walking, or the building of clysm devices are examples
of Animus refresh scenes.
Determine starting pools. Distribute 6 points
among your focus pools. You might put one or two
points in each, or three or four in just a couple. Characters that are dedicated to a particular type of action,
career or pursuit might place a lot of points in one or
two pools, while characters that are more “jack of all
trades” will have fewer focus points in more pools.
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Hooks

Hooks replace FU’s drives. Hooks are roleplaying
cues that help you get into character and guide your
actions. You have three hooks - Attitude, Trouble and
Drive.
Attitudes are an important belief, motto or
worldview. It is a defining thought, important life lesson, or over-riding conceit. It may not be a character’s
only belief, but it is one of their most important. It
should be a single statement or phrase that sums up
this attitude. Example attitudes include:
•
A secret learned is a favour earned
•
No pity for the weak
•
All’s fair in love and war
•
Tin can fix any problem
•
I come first
Write an attitude for your character. When acting
in accordance with your attitude leads to challenging,
entertaining or interesting situations you earn an Experience Point.
Troubles are the problems, dark secrets and tragic personality flaws that make a character interesting,
challenging and real. They represent lies and betrayals, tragic mistakes and wicked plots, accidents and
regrets, weaknesses and disabilities. Example troubles
include:
•
In debt to the Under Lords
•
Wanted for the murder of my brother
•
Angered the Lord of High Gate
•
Terrified of heights
•
Disowned by my father
Write a trouble for your character. When taking action that directly increases or diminishes your trouble
you earn an Experience Point.

Drives are goals, desires and agendas that push
a character to take risks, face terrible odds, and keep
coming back for more. They can be small and personal,
or large and world changing, but they are always real,
tangible and in need of action. Example drives include:
•
Find my kidnapped sister
•
Kill the Lord of High Gate
•
Make my fortune and retire
•
Summon the Great Betrayer
•
Earn a place on the gladiatorial circuit
Write one drive for your character. When taking action that gets you closer to or further from your goal,
you earn an Experience Point.

Gear

Unlike other FU games, Perpetual City uses currency or bartering to purchase equipment. Most items
have an obvious use and do not need further description or rules. When a character has an appropriate item
of gear they will likely take an action without penalty.
If the try an action without the required equipment,
they will likely be penalised.
Weapons and armour require particular note, as
they are descried in more detail than most equipment.
Weapons have a Damage Value and Range, while armour has an Armour Rating.
Only special equipment items, or gear with unique
properties have descriptors.
Tin. All equipment has a price in tin - small embossed pieces of metal that form the basis of the City’s
economy. Characters begin with the clothes on their
back and 100Tin to purchase equipment.
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The Core Mechanism

Raises
The more dice that roll higher than an opponent’s
Perpetual City uses a simple core system called the
check to resolve conflicts. A conflict is any instance dice, the better. Each additional high die is a raise.
where one or more characters wants something to Rolling one die higher than an opponent indicates a
happen, but a person, object or thing stands in their bare-minimum success, while each raise improves the
way. Chasing down a shadowy figure, spotting an as- circumstances or degree of success.
sassin before they strike, arguing your point in front of
EXAMPLE: When Barney tackled the guard
an Iron Lord, bluffing a watchman, and engaging in a
the final outcome was 3, 5 and 6 versus the guard’s
duel are all examples of conflicts.
2 and 4. Barney had two dice higher than the
Checks are opposed dice rolls. All participants in
guard’s highest die, so succeeded with one raise.
a conflict gather a pool of six-sided dice (d6) and roll
Raises can be “spent” to add detail to a scene, imthem. You do not add up your dice, but compare the
prove the results of an action, do additional damage
individual results with your opponent’s dice results.
to a target, or provide some advantage to a future roll.
Whoever has the highest single die wins the feat check
If a character is acting against an object, force or
and gets what they want.
environment and fails, raises work “against” them.
EXAMPLE: Barney Cross tries to tackle a
EXAMPLE: Lilly Broomchild attempts to leap
guard to the ground. His die pool is 4, while the
from one rooftop to another. She rolls five dice
guard’s die pool is 3. Barney’s highest die comes up
while the GM rolls four dice. The GM wins the roll
6, while the guard’s highest die comes up 4. Barney
with 1 raise. Lilly’s player and the GM have a quick
wins the contest.
discussion about what this means. A failure might
If the highest dice are tied, discard them and look
have seen Lilly hanging on the edge of the roof by
at the next highest dice. Continue to compare and disher fingertips, but the raise has made things worse.
card until one side has a higher result than the other.
One option is to have her lose her grip and fall, but
If all the dice are tied then the situation is resolved in
the GM has another idea – as Lilly hangs from the
favour of the acting character – the one taking action,
edge of the roof a passing watchman looks up and
being proactive. Fortune favours the bold.
spots her, raising the alarm.
EXAMPLE: When Barney rolled his dice he
scored 3, 5, 6 and 6. The Guard rolled a 2, 4 and 6.
Barney and the guard’s highest dice were tied, and
therefore discarded. This left Barney with 3, 5 and
6, while the guard had a 2 and 4. Barney’s 6 won
the contest.

EXAMPLE: Fin Pickerel attempts to intimidate a dock worker in order to get information.
He rolls six dice scoring 1, 1, 2, 2, 4 and 5. The
labourer rolls four dice, scoring 3, 4, 6 and 6. The
dock worker wins the contest with 1 raise.
EXAMPLE: Barney attempts to climb a crumbling wall, rolling four dice and scoring 3, 3, 4 and
5. The GM rolls three dice scoring 4, 4 and 4. Barney manages to scale the wall – just.

EXAMPLE: Lilly Broomchild swings her ribbon blade at a thug, rolling 2, 2, 3, 4, 4 and 5. The
thug attempts to duck under the attack and land a
blow of his own, rolling 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The pair of
5’s and pair of 4’s cancel each other out, meaning
Lilly wins the fight with a 4 versus the thug’s 3.

EXAMPLE: Penelope Dread dances with a
nobleman and attempts to seduce him. She rolls
six dice, scoring 2, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The nobleman
rolls 5 dice in resistance, scoring 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
The pairs of 6, 5, 4 and 3 all cancel each other out,
meaning Penelope wins the conflict with a raise –
a pair of 2’s versus the nobleman’s 1!
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Spending Raises
A raise indicates some greater success or useful advantage for the winner. There are four ways raises can
be spent – add a detail, create a descriptor, increase
damage and bring dice forward.
Add a detail. A single high die represents a bareminimum success. Spend raises to make the action
better or the success more complete. A character might
not just dodge falling stonework, but stay on their feet
(one raise) or even see who pushed the gargoyle from
the rooftop (another raise); another character might
not just notice a scrap of clothing caught on a fence,
but recognise the pattern as rare and expensive (one
raise) and know exactly what market to visit to find the
seller (another raise).
Create a descriptor. Very similar to adding a
detail, a raise can be spent to create a new descriptor
on a scene, character or object. Such a descriptor is
usually transient, either lasting for just a short time, or
easily “fixed”. You might tackle an enemy and spend a
raise to put the descriptor “knocked down” on them; or
make an attack and spend a raise to disarm the target.
Increase damage. When you make an attack a
single high die represents a simple or basic hit. Raises
can be spent to make attacks more deadly or powerful.
This is explained in more detail below, under Combat.
Bring dice forward. When you achieve raises
on a check you can “give” the raises as bonus dice to an
ally’s next die roll. This is often done when characters
are helping each other, such as one character creating
a distraction before another picks a pocket. The bonus dice might be placed “up for grabs” by the very
next character to act, or aid a specific character for a
specific action. Dice brought forward like this must be
used on an ally’s next roll – they cannot make one action, then add your raises to a later action.
Dice Pools
Creating dice pools is the most important part of
the feat check. They are built upon the details and descriptions of the scene, so it is worth everyone’s while
to get involved, describe their character’s actions clearly, and pay attention to what is going on.
Each participant in a conflict begins with one die,
then gets to add more dice depending on circumstances, abilities, equipment and other situational modifiers.
Descriptors. Characters are defined by a series
of words or phrases called descriptors. Each descrip-

tor says something about a character’s skills, abilities,
strengths or weaknesses. Add one die to a pool for
every descriptor that provides an advantage. These can
be descriptors belonging to the acting character, an
opponent, an environmental feature, or anything else.
EXAMPLE: Lilly Broomchild attempts to wiggle through a narrow hole in a crumbling wall.
She has the descriptor Deathly thin, which the GM
agrees is pertinent, so adds 1 die to her pool.
Environment. The location an action takes place
in can make it easier or harder. Add one die to your
pool for each environmental factor that improves your
chances of success. The GM might add one die to their
pool for each environmental factor that makes your
action more difficult.
EXAMPLE: Penelope Dread is attempting to
track a target through Slowfoot Cross. The GM
decides the streets are Overcrowded, which will
make tracking more difficult. The GM adds one
die to their pool.
Position. Sometimes a situation is just tipped in
one character’s favour. One side might out-number
another, or one character might be better prepared,
equipped or resourced. Add one die to your pool for
each advantageous circumstance.
EXAMPLE: Barney Cross has snuck up on a
bully-boy and is ready to take him down. He has
the element of surprise, so adds one die to his pool.
Focus. Each character has one or more focus pools
they can draw on when taking action. The dice in these
pools can be “spent” to gain an advantage in related
situations. To spend points from a focus pool the GM
must agree that it is relevant to the situation at hand.
Add one die to your pool for each focus point spent.
EXAMPLE: Fin is questioning a suspect and is
trying to determining if they are lying. He spends
two points from his Insight focus pool and adds
two dice to his dice pool.
Helping: Sometimes one or more characters
might want to assist in an action. Choose one character to be the “leader” who will create their die pool
as normal. Add one additional die to the pool for any
helping character that has one or more useful descriptors. Any character participating in the action can add
dice from a relevant focus pool.
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EXAMPLE: Barney, Fin and Lilly are trying to
hold a door shut, while an angry troll attempts to
knock it open. They all put their back into the door
and try to keep it closed. It is decided Barney will
be the “leader” and gathers a pool of two dice. He
then adds another die for Fin’s Tough descriptor.
Lilly has no useful descriptors but does have dice
remaining in her Fitness focus pool, so adds one
from that.
If the action is successful the characters get what
they were working towards. If the action fails the outcome should hinder or disadvantage all the characters
involved, not just the group leader.
Creating Pools for Actions
When a character is attempting an action that is not
directly opposed by another person or force, use the
following guide to determine the opposition die pool.
1 die – easy
Less dice than the character – straightforward
Equal dice to the character – challenging
More dice than the character – difficult
Twice as many dice – almost impossible
Bringing it all together
Here area a few more examples of the feat check in
action.
EXAMPLE: Penelope is attempting to charm
her way into a party. She points out that she is
Stunningly Beautiful and Charming and elegant.
She also spends two points from her Influence focus pool. This gives her a total pool of 5 dice. The
GM then gathers a pool of dice for the doorman,
who is Competent at his job and also well aware
of Penelope’s descriptor, Known for trouble. This
gives the doorman a 3 dice pool. Penelope rolls
scoring 1, 1, 3, 5 and 5. The doorman scores 2, 3
and 4. Penelope wins the contest with a raise. She
gets into the party and an introduction to the Lord
of the house.
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EXAMPLE: Barney is at the Stone Hound, a
pub in a rough part of the district, trying to get
some gossip from the locals. He has Friends in low
places and has already bought a round of drinks
for some locals, which the GM agrees will give him
a bonus to his pool, bringing it up to 3 dice. The
GM’s pool has the base die, and another because
of the environmental descriptor The locals are suspicious of strangers. Barney rolls 4, 5 and 6, while
the GM rolls a 5 and 6. Both the 6’s and 5’s are
discarded, leaving Barney with a 4 and the GM
with nothing – Barney wins the conflict and gathers some useful information from the drunks at
the bar.
EXAMPLE: Lilly is duelling with a dandy
who was out picking fights. Lilly is Good with a
blade and Quick on her feet. She has also managed to back the dandy into a corner, giving her
another bonus die. The dandy, however, is an
Expert swordsman and points out Lilly is Easily
distracted. Lilly rolls four dice, scoring 1, 1, 3 and
3. The dandy rolls three dice and scores 3, 4 and 6.
The Dandy wins the conflict with a raise, causing
a serious wound.

Combat

When a situation escalates to the point where
physical blows might occur, you have entered combat.
Combat is usually resolved in rounds.

Rounds

A round is an abstract period of time long enough
for each participant to perform a single simple action,
such as punching an enemy, swinging from a chandelier, or administering a healing poultice. It is important to keep this in mind as players describe what they
are doing.

Combat Sequence

Combat occurs in the following sequence.
1. Declare intentions. Players and the GM
declare what their characters are doing. Anyone can
modify their actions at any point before dice are rolled.
2. Determine action order. Actions proceed
in the most logical order.
3. Gather pools. All players put together their
dice pools for their declared action.
4. Resolve actions. Dice are rolled, each action
is resolved, winners declared and damage dealt.
Declare Intentions
When the GM has described the scene and situation everyone declares what their characters are doing. This includes the GM and their characters. Players
may adjust their declared actions as they hear what
others are doing, and it is expected that conversation
and negotiation will occur until everyone comes to an
agreement and clear understanding of what action is
unfolding.
EXAMPLE: Barney Cross and Fin Pickerel
barge into a chamber only to be confronted by
three cultists about to begin some dark ritual. The
cultist leader points at the pair and yells “Grab
them!” Barney and Fin have no intention of letting the cultists capture them. Combat has begun.
The GM declares that two cultists rush at Barney
and Fin and try to grab them, while the leader
stands back and watches. Barney’s player decides
he will punch the closest cultist in the jaw and attempt to knock him down. Fin is going to try and
command the cultist charging him to “Stop, in the
name of the Lord!”

Determine Action Order
Everyone involved in the combat should discuss
what the most logical order for actions will be. Sometimes it will be obvious, but at other times you will
need to carefully order things. If there is any confusion
or dispute, the GM always has final say on the order of
actions.
It is worth noting that sometimes actions will be
simultaneous (such as when two characters fight each
other in melee), and sometimes a character might appear to get “two turns”, as they take their action, then
respond to an opponent’s actions.
Here is a good rule of thumb for working out the
order of different types of action:
Talking. Shouting, threatening, pleading, taunting and other communication often happens first.
Movement. Running away, dodging, ducking,
swinging from ropes, drawing a weapon and other
short, quick movements often happen next.
Ranged attacks. Shooting, throwing and other
long-distance attacks often happen next, unless the object being thrown or hurled is large or heavy.
Melee attacks. Punching, stabbing, grappling
and other close combat attacks usually occur after
other types of action.
EXAMPLE: The players and GM discuss what
order the actions should occur. Everyone agrees
that the cult leader shouting “Get them!” happens
before anything else. They then decide Fin’s command to stop should happen next, as it could have
a bearing on the actions of the other characters.
Finally, the cultists will charge into combat with
Fin and Barney, and punches will be thrown simultaneously.
Gather Pools
With actions and action order decided everyone
can create their dice pools. These are assembled just
like any other dice pool, taking into account descriptors the character, their opponent and environment
has, along with any other factors that might apply.
EXAMPLE: Fin’s pool starts at 1, plus a bonus
for being a Beat Walker and another bonus for his
Steel-eyed, for a total of 3 dice. This will be opposed by the cultist’s pool of 1, plus a bonus for being a dedicated Cultist and another because he is
Obviously Mad, for a total of 3 dice. Barney’s pool
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for punching the cultist is going to be 1, plus one
for being a Duster, another for his Fists like steel,
and another for being a Born brawler, giving him
a total pool of 4 dice. The cultist he is fighting has
a pool of 1 and the GM decides that his Obviously
Mad descriptor makes him recklessly ferocious in
combat, giving him a pool of 2 dice. Finally, the
second cultist will also have a pool of 2 dice to attack Fin, should Fin’s action fail. This will be opposed by Fin’s basic 1 die.

4, 5 and 6, which is compared with the cultist’s two
die result of 6 and 4. Once again the sixes cancel
out, and Barney wins the combat with a 5 versus
the cultist’s 4. Finally, the first cultist, unconcerned
by Fin’s command, makes his attack. The cultist
rolls two dice, plus the one he brought forward,
scoring 1, 4 and 5, while Fin rolls a single die and
gets a 3. The cultist manages to land a blow on
Fin, with a raise which he uses to increase the
damage of his attack.

Unopposed actions. If a character does not (or
cannot) take an action that actively resists an oppo- Damage and Conditions
When an attack succeeds the target will suffer some
nent’s action, they cannot take advantage of descriptors that require thinking, movement, concentration kind of harm. Each type of attack has a damage value
or action. This is most commonly the case in combat. that reflects how dangerous it is, and an indication as
to whether it causes stun or lethal injuries. Damage
EXAMPLE: In the previous example, Fin uses
values are noted as a number followed by either an “S”
his action to try and command the cultist to stop.
for stun damage or an “L” for lethal damage.
Even though the cultist is not actively resisting
EXAMPLE: Punches and other unarmed atFin’s action he still gets to factor in two descriptors
tacks do 2S damage, or two points of stun damage.
as they take effect “automatically” - the cultist does
A ribbon blade does three points of lethal damage,
not need to think about using his dedication or his
or 3L.
madness. In the cultist’s turn, Fin cannot use any
of his combat skills to defend himself, as he spent
Damage is recorded on a character sheet by “crosshis action attempting to command the cultist. He
ing off ” health boxes on a one-for-one basis. Stun
is stuck with just the basic starting die.
damage is indicated by placing a “/” in a health box,
EXAMPLE: Lilly Broomchild is on the roof of a
terrace with the intention of shooting a gang boss
down in the street. The gang boss is unaware that
he is being targeted by an attack, so cannot use
his Quick reflexes descriptor in defence. The GM
might still give him bonus dice for the long range,
and the fact the street is crowded with innocent
bystanders, which both make Lilly’s action harder.

while lethal damage is indicated by placing a “X” in a
health box. Stun damage represents bruising, scratches, swelling and general disorientation. Lethal damage
represents cuts, broken bones and genuine wounds.
EXAMPLE: The cultist lands a punch on Fin.
A punch does 2 points of stun damage, so Fin’s
player marks two health boxes with a “/”.

Damage is always marked on the damage track
from left to right. When stun damage is suffered it
Resolve Actions
With dice pools prepared, all that is left to do is re- is applied to the first available empty box. If the last
solve the actions for this round. Players roll their die box on the damage track is filled with stun damage
pools and determine the results of each action in the the character falls unconscious. Further stun damage
order agreed upon. Completely resolve each action be- “wraps around” to the left-most stun box, but is now
recorded as lethal damage.
fore moving on to the next one.
EXAMPLE: DIAGRAM
EXAMPLE: Fin attempts to command the
When lethal damage is suffered it is recorded in the
cultist to stop. He rolls three dice, scoring 1, 1 and
first available health box that does not already have le6. The cultist also rolls three dice, scoring 1, 2 and
thal damage. This might be an empty health box, or a
6. The sixes cancel out, meaning the cultist resists
box with stun damage already recorded. If the last box
Fin’s command, with a raise which the cultist
on the damage track is filled with lethal damage the
brings forward to his action. Then the cultist and
character is unconscious and dying.
Barney fight. Barney rolls four dice and scores 3,
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EXAMPLE: DIAGRAM
If a character suffers both lethal and stun damage
from a single attack or source, apply the lethal damage
first.
Conditions
While health boxes track a character’s raw constitution, conditions record the effects of serious injuries
and wounds that they might suffer over the course of
an adventure. When a character receives damage, they
can choose to suffer a single condition to reduce the
number of health boxes marked off. When a character takes a condition it becomes a descriptor on their
character sheet, until it is healed. There are three “levels” of condition – minor, major and mortal. [slight,
severe, psychosis]
Minor conditions represent bruises, sprains
and scratches that are annoying but hardly life threatening. A black eye, twisted ankle, broken finger or serious graze are all examples of minor conditions. You
may ignore up to 5 points of stun damage or 1 point of
lethal damage by taking a minor condition. You may
not have more than three minor conditions at any one
time.
Major conditions represent severe cuts, broken
bones, gaping wounds and dislocated joints that cause
a great deal of pain and suffering. You may ignore up to
10 points of stun damage or 5 points of lethal damage
by taking a major condition. You may not have more
than two major conditions at any one time.
Mortal conditions are genuinely life-threatening injuries that will irrevocably change the character.
Severed limbs, serious internal injuries, crushed bones
and extensive burns are examples of mortal conditions. You may ignore all stun damage from a single
attack (or damage source), or up to 10 points of lethal
damage by taking a mortal condition.
Conditions are written on the character sheet, below the health track. They work, for all intents and purposes, like any other descriptor the character has. They
should be – without any doubt – disadvantages for the
character suffering them. While there might be some
circumstances where a character could use a condition
to their advantage (like trying to get access to a physician or into a hospice), they are primarily intended to
make the character’s life as difficult as possible.

Bonus damage
When you attack someone or something, raises can
be spent to cause additional damage. Each raise inflicts
the base damage again. This is cumulative and the total
damage (base + bonus) is applied as a single “hit” to
the target.
EXAMPLE: The cultist punched Fin and
achieved a raise, which he spends on bonus damage. Fin suffers 4S damage. He marks off four
boxes with a “/”.
Armour
A character might wear armour or other protective
gear that improves their chances of surviving damage
from an attack or other source of harm. Protective
gear has an Armour Rating (AR), usually from 1 to
3, though it might go as high as 5. When a character
suffers damage, reduce a number of points of damage
equal to the AR by one “step”, turning lethal damage
into stun damage or cancelling stun damage completely.
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EXAMPLE: Julius Hardy, captain of the watch,
is wearing a breast plate with an AR2. He is assaulted by a brute and suffers 4L damage. His armour reduces two points of lethal damage to stun
damage, so he instead suffers 2L + 2S damage.
EXAMPLE: Later, Julius gets into a brawl and
his opponent lands a mighty punch on him for 4S
damage. Thanks to his breast plate (AR2), 2S is
completely cancelled out, meaning he only suffers
2S damage.

Other Sources of Harm

Combat is not the only way for a character to be
injured or suffer harm. You can apply damage from
other sources as you do from attacks, giving the source
a damage value and indicating whether it causes stun
or lethal damage.
Falling: A character suffers 2L damage for every
10 feet fallen. If the fall is broken in some manner or
the character is able to slow their descent or land on
a soft surface the damage is reduced to 2S per 10 feet
fallen.
Fire: A character suffers 1L damage for every
round exposed to intense heat or open flame. If the
character is in the fire or heat source, or actually on
fire, the damage increases to 2L for every round of exposure.
Exposure: Depending on the environmental conditions, a character might survive several hours before
suffering the effects of exposure. After this the character suffers 1S damage for every hour of exposure. If
the temperature is particularly hot or cold or there is
no shelter from the elements the damage is increased
to 2S per hour. Furthermore, the character is unable to
properly rest or recover when suffering from exposure,
so cannot heal damage or injuries.
Suffocation and Drowning: A character
might be exposed to a toxic gas, locked in an air-tight
chamber, strangled or knocked into the sea, and suffer the consequences of suffocation or drowning. In
such situations a character suffers 2L damage every
round. If there is a chance to resist the effects, such as
a character attempting to keep their head above water,
or using their constitution to resist the effects of a poisonous gas, the can make a feat check to change the
damage to 2S per round.

Healing

each raise. A character can only benefit from medical
attention once in any day.
Conditions: Conditions take much longer to
heal. A minor condition lasts at least until the end of
the next scene. Successful medical treatment or an extended rest might heal the wound earlier, at the GM’s
discretion.
Major wounds last at least until the end of the current session of play, and possibly well into the next session. Major conditions should be problematic for the
character for several scenes. They require significant
rest and medical attention to heal.
A mortal wound lasts at least until the end of the
next session of play and always require significant
medical attention and time to recover. When a character recovers from a mortal wound it stops being a
condition and becomes a new character descriptor.
The descriptor might be the same as the mortal wound
description (such as severed arm) or a new description based on the healed injury (a crushed leg might
become lame; extensive burns might become horrible
scars).
Unconscious and Dying: A character that has
their last health box filled with a stun wound falls
unconscious. An unconscious character cannot do
anything and is completely vulnerable. They remain
unconscious until the end of the scene, or someone
administers some kind of attention that might help
them recover.
A character who has their last health box filled with
a lethal wound falls unconscious and is dying. A dying character will survive as long as is dramatically
appropriate. GM characters might die instantly, while
a player’s character might survive long enough to receive medical attention. If a character is already dying,
another lethal wound is likely to kill them.

In Perpetual City characters heal by resting and
receiving medical treatment. Stun damage is healed
automatically at the end of a scene, after a short rest, or
as the GM decides. Lethal damage heals at the rate of
1 point for each extended rest, such as a good night’s
sleep. If a character receives medical attention or care
they will heal 2L for each extended rest.
Medical Attention: A healer or physician can
attempt to heal wounds by administering first aid or
other medical attention. On a successful feat check the
recipient of the medical attention heals 1L, +1L for
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Magic

Magic is an all-pervasive force within the City, a
dark and sinister shadow world that haunts the living;
a furious and savage wyld that threatens the city; and a
vital and life-giving source of energy that lets the City
grow and thrive.
Characters with a talent for the supernatural typically only have an ability in one of the three realms
- Shadow, Wyld or Clysm.

Shadow Magic

Shadow magic is about the manipulation of the
dark spirit world that lies on top of the physical realm,
a twisted other-reality of darkness and despair. When
the great wards were cast to protect the city, the magic
unwittingly sentenced the dead to forever live within
the confines of the Cage, just as the living do. The
shadow world is a place of madness and fear, a dark
caricature of the City.
A character powerful in the shadow arts might
spend a point of Animus to do one of the following:
Sight. See into the shadow world and observe or
even communicate with the spirits of the dead.
Summon. Cause a ghost or other denizen of the
shadow world to manifest in the mortal realm for a
short period. A summoned spirit can affect and be affected by the physical world.
Command. Command a spirit to do their bidding.
This will likely also require some test of wills to force
the spirit to follow instructions.
Ghost Walk. Send their own spirit into the
shadow world, abandoning their own body for a short
period. They can interact with the shadow world as
another person interacts with the physical world. The
character appears in the shadow world exactly as they
did in the physical world, along with shadow forms
of their personal possessions. Their physical body is
unconscious while the spirit travels the shadow world.
Imbue. Imbue a physical attack with shadow energy, allowing it to harm entities of the shadow world.

ists, and is always trying to creep into the City through
cracks in the ancient wards that once banished it.
A character powerful in the wyld sense might spend
a point of Animus to do one of the following:
Sense. Detect the presence of wyld creatures, portals and other features of the wyld. With careful concentration and a successful check a character might
determine the general direction, distance and even size
of plant material that has grown into a wyld creature.
Open. Open a portal to the wyld. This usually requires finding a portal first, or identifying a place of
powerful energy, or a crack in the Cage’s magic that
can be used as a portal. Such locations are often beacons for the wyld and therefore dangerous places to be.
Empathy. A close connection with the wyld gives
a character uncanny insight into their motivations, actions and intentions. A character can use their Animus
pool when making interaction checks with denizens
of the wyld.

Clysm

The raw essence of the shadow world can be syphoned off and used to power material devices. This
raw energy is called clysm, and those who have mastered the manufacture of clysm artefacts are called alchemists.
Great soul churns draw in the restless spirits of the
dead and the dark ephemera of the shadow world and
convert it to a useful product that can power lamps,
tools and weapons. Alchemy is more a science than a
magical art and draws on the tools of the scientist, artisan and engineer.
An alchemist might spend a point of Animus to do
one of the following:
Repair. Analyse, diagnose and make repairs to
clysm devices. This is often a temporary “jury-rigged”
fix unless considerable time and resources are available.
Use. Make effective use of clysm devices. A character wise in the craft of clysm can spend points from
their Animus pool when using clysm devices.
Construct. Build clysm-powered devices. This is
Wyld Magic
Wyld magic is a connection with the ancient and usually a time-consuming and expensive endeavour. It
dangerous wilderness that once surrounded the City. also requires one or more checks to ensure the conThe Wyld is a savage, fantastic and immense wilder- struction is successful.
ness, filled with savage beasts and terrible monsters. It
is also home to the Great Betrayer. The wyld still ex-
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Adversaries
Fireman
Descriptors: Etiquette, Knight, Law, Steadfast,
Swordplay, Track
Attack: Sword (2L damage); Firesprayer
(3L damage, 5 yards, Clysm, Fire)
Armour: Leather jerkin (AR1)
Health: 
Notes: Knights and guardians of the City, the
Firemen are charged with hunting down the Great
Betrayer in all its forms and purging its presence
with fire.
Glom Activist
Descriptors: Oratory, Sabotage, Small, Tough
Attack: Dagger (1L damage)
Armour: Health: 
Notes: Whether working for the Union, or a freelancer, the glom activist is adempt at causing havoc
in social occassions.
Great Rat
Descriptors: Quick, Stealthy
Attack: Sharp bite (1L damage)
Armour: Health: 
Notes: Rats of massive size are common in the
City. To represent a swarm of rats increase the
health boxes to 10 and add the descriptor Swarm.

Restless Spirit
Descriptors: Ghost, Fearless, Frightening
Attack: Cause fear - pass check or cower,
freeze or flee
Armour: Ethereal
Health: 
Notes: Ghosts typically manifest in areas of great
pain or fear. They are ethereal and cannot affect
or be affected by the physical world without great
strain. They can observe and frighten.
Wyld Troll
Descriptors: Huge, Wise, Strong, Cunning,
Tough, Stone Calling
Attack: Crushing blow (3S damage); Hail
of stones (2S damage, 20 yards)
Armour: Hide (AR1)
Health: 
Notes: Distant cousins of the City trolls, these
great beasts roam the wyld free. They can “sing to
the stones”, summoning a hail of stones or even
great boulders to attack their enemies, or rock the
very earth beneath their feet.
Wylder Snatch
Descriptors: Fast, Thorny, Track by scent, Pack
Attack: Gnashing teeth (2L damage)
Armour: Health: 
Notes: Wylder snatch are great brutish monsters
that live in the wyld. They are territorial pack hunters.

Militia
Descriptors: Loyal, Brawl
Attack: Sword (2L damage); Crossbow (2L
damage, 40 yards)
Armour: Leather jerkin (AR1)
Health: 
Notes: Militia, gangs and hired goons are loyal to
whoever happens to be employing them at the time.
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